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The Imaginary marks the first attempt to introduce
Husserl's work into the English-speaking world. This new
translation rectifies flaws in the 1948 translation and
recaptures the essence of Sartre's phenomenology.
Among all the texts and notes of Rabbi Baruch Shalom
Halevi Ashlag (the Rabash), there was one special
notebook he always carried. This notebook contained the
transcripts of his conversations with his father, Rabbi
Yehuda Leib Halevi Ashlag (Baal HaSulam), author of
the Sulam (Ladder) commentary on The Book of Zohar
and of many other works on Kabbalah. Not feeling well
on the Jewish New Year in September 1991, the Rabash
summoned his primary student and personal assistant,
Michael Laitman, to his bedside and handed him that
notebook. Its cover contained only one word, Shamati (I
Heard). As he handed the notebook to him, he said to
Laitman, "Take it and learn from it." The following
morning, he perished in Laitman's arms, leaving him and
many of his other students without guidance in this
world. Committed to Rabash's legacy to spread the
wisdom of Kabbalah, Laitman published the notebook
just as it was written, thus retaining the text's
transforming powers. Among all the books of Kabbalah,
Shamati is a unique and compelling composition whose
power persists long after the reading is through.
Techniques for healing, utilising the seven energy
centres of ancient medicine.
The Way to Vibrant Health, now in its 3rd printing,
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represents over 20 years of Bioenergetic bodypsychotherapy techniques. These unique exercises are
designed to reduce muscular tension and promote wellbeing, allowing you to feel more joy and vibrancy.
Bioenergetics is a way of understanding the human
personality in terms of the body and its energetic
processes. Bioenergetic Analysis is a form of
psychotherapy that combines work with the mind and the
body to help people resolve their emotional problems,
and realize their potential for vibrant health and pleasure
in all aspects of their lives. Bioenergetic Exercises help
you experience: • Natural breathing as a total body
respiratory wave. • Unblocking of the body's holding
patterns that restrict your energetic potential. •
Increasing your capacity for pleasure and feeling.
A psychiatrist draws from case histories in his discussion
of complete sexual satisfaction and the significance of
love as they relate to personality
Why do people go to the movies? What does it mean to
watch a movie? To what extent is the perceived fictional
nature of movies different from our daily perception of
the real world? We live in a time where the power of
images has strongly invaded our everyday life, and we
need new instruments and methods to better understand
our relationship with the virtual worlds we inhabit every
day. Taking cinema as the beginning of our relationship
with the world of moving images, and cognitive
neuroscience as a paradigm to understand how the
images engage us, The Empathic Screen develops a
new theory of film experience, exploring our brain-body
interaction when engaging with and watching a film. In
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this book, film theory and neuroscience meet to shed
new light on cinema masterpieces, such as The Shining,
The Silence of the Lambs, and Toy Story, and explore
the great directors from the classical period to the
present. Taking a radical new approach to understanding
the cinema, the book will be fascinating reading for
cognitive scientists, neuroscientists, psychologists,
philosophers, and film and media scholars.
A user-friendly guide of best practice for leading groups in
various settings and with different populations, which
incorporates the latest developments in today's mental health
marketplace. Features multiple theoretical perspectives and
guidelines for running groups for diverse populations, in the
US and worldwide Offers modern approaches and practical
suggestions in a user-friendly and jargon-free style, with
many clinical examples Includes a major component on
resiliency and trauma relief work, and explores its impact on
clinicians Accompanied by an online resource featuring
discussions of psychotherapeutic techniques in practice
One of the world's leading innovators in the field of
psychology shows you how to expand and realize your
capacity to feel your body's aliveness, natural freedom, and
spontaneity. A more creative life through pleasure is the
promise of this revolutionary book. Defining pleasure as a
bodily experience, Dr. Alexander Lowen states that there is
no such thing as pure mental pleasure and points out that the
capacity for pleasure is also the capacity for creative selfexpression. In most adults, however, the struggle for power
competes with the striving for pleasure, undermines creativity,
and causes muscular tensions. Pleasure offers a way out of
this dilemma through a series of bioenergetic exercises.
These exercises are described in easy-to-follow detail. Their
aim is to help the body regain its natural freedom and
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spontaneity and to release not only pleasure but also joyous
creativity.
Presents an introduction to the fundamentals of aikido,
covering training, techniques, and principles of the martial art.
Rav Baruch Shalom HaLevi Ashlag ("Rabash") changed the
course of studying Kabbalah by integrating the concept of
unity in our world to reach spiritual attainment. Rabash's
father and teacher was the great Kabbalist, Rav Yehuda Leib
HaLevi Ashlag, (known as Baal HaSulam) who wrote
commentary on The Book of Zohar. While Baal HaSulam
gave us insight on the spiritual worlds, it was Rabash who
articulated the human essence of Kabbalah for our
generation. Rabash gave us the practical advice on how to
realise spirituality by simply forming study groups and using
unity and love as our tools for attaining spirituality in in our
time. The writings in this book aren't just for reading, the
reader can utilise the book as a guide in his everyday life and
within his study group. By following the advice Rabash gives
us in the book, the student will discover new insights in his
studies. Rabash shows how to utilise the Wisdom of
Kabbalah to find true spirituality in our life.
BioenergeticaFeltrinelli Editore
In this cleverly conceived book, physicist Robert Gilmore
makes accessible some complex concepts in quantum
mechanics by sending Alice to Quantumland-a whole new
Wonderland, smaller than an atom, where each attraction
demonstrates a different aspect of quantum theory. Alice
unusual encounters, enhanced by illustrations by Gilmore
himself, make the Uncertainty Principle, wave functions, the
Pauli Principle, and other elusive concepts easier to grasp.
These days, it's often easier to avoid face-to-face contact in
favor of technological shortcuts. But as Michael Gelb argues
in this compelling, entertaining book, the meaningful
relationships that come from real interaction are the key to
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creating innovative ideas and solving our most intractable
problems. In The Art of Connection, Gelb offers readers
seven methods of developing this essential rapport in their
professional and personal lives. Each chapter covers specific
techniques and illustrates them with memorable stories,
relevant scientific research, and hands-on exercises that
allow readers to apply their new skills. Most important, Gelb
reminds us that developing rapport with others is not just a
business tool to enhance productivity but a valuable end in
itself. He guides us to cultivate the skills we all need to
deepen our relationships, broaden our humanity, and
transform our lives.
Clarice Bean, aspiring actress and author, unsuccessfully
tries to avoid getting into trouble as she attempts to help a
friend in need by following the rules of the fictional,
"exceptionordinarily" spy, Ruby Redfort.
The Betrayal of the Body is Alexander Lowen's pioneering
study of the mind-body split. Lowen describes the way people
deny the reality, needs, and feelings of their bodies. This
denial leads to the development of the division between mind
and body, creating an over-charged ego obsessed with
thinking at the expense of feeling and being. This book
illustrates the energetic factors behind the split, the factors
that produce it, and the proven therapeutic techniques that
are available to treat it. Lowen further explores the mind-body
duality in the individual and its parallel duality and dysfunction
in society between culture and nature, and between thinking
and feeling.
NARCISSISM Are you a narcissist? Do you interact with
someone who is? Contrary to popular belief, narcissists do
not love themselves or anyone else. They cannot accept their
true selves, constructing instead fixed masks that hide
emotional numbness. Influenced by forces in culture and
predisposed by factors in the human personality, narcissists
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tend to be • More concerned with how they appear than what
they feel • Seductive and manipulative, striving for power and
control • Egotists, focused on their own interests but lacking
the true values of the self -- self-expression, self-possession,
dignity, and integrity • Without a solid sense of self, which
leads them to experience life as empty and meaningless In
this groundbreaking study, Dr. Alexander Lowen uses his
extensive clinical experience to demonstrate how narcissists
can recover their suppressed feelings and regain their lost
humanity. By the use of Bioenergetic Analysis, the
psychotherapy created by Dr. Lowen, a new possibility of a
fulfilling and authentic life is presented for people with
narcissistic characteristics and for those who interact with
them.
In this book the bestselling author and psychoanalyst
Massimo Recalcati offers a fundamental re-examination of
what ‘being a mother’ means today, in a world where new
social and sexual freedoms mean that motherhood is no
longer the sole destiny of women. Questioning the belief that
a mother’s love is natural and unconditional, he paints a
more complex and troubling picture of the mother–child
relationship, observing that mothers may even resent their
children as a result of unresolved conflicts between different
dimensions of love. The mother’s hands not only nurture but
can also potentially harm. Recalcati argues that it is precisely
in these competing demands that motherhood fulfils its
function: only if the mother is ‘not-all-mother’ can a child
experience the absence that enables it to access the
symbolic and cultural world. Recalcati cuts through
conventional wisdom to offer a fresh perspective on the
changing nature of motherhood today. An international
bestseller, this book will appeal to a wide general readership,
as well as to students and scholars of gender studies,
psychoanalysis and related disciplines.
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Reich's classic work on the development and treatment of
human character disorders, first published in 1933.As a
young clinician in the 1920s, Wihelm Reich expanded
psychoanalytic resistance into the more inclusive technique of
character analysis, in which the sum total of typical character
attitudes developed by an individual as a blocking against
emotional excitations became the object of treatment. These
encrusted attitudes functioned as an "armor," which Reich
later found to exist simultaneously in chronic muscular
spasms. Thus mind and body came together and character
analysis opened the way to a biophysical approach to
disease and the prevention of it.

Bringing together contributions by leaders in the field of
clinical psychology, this highly readable textbook
provides a current perspective on theory, training,
assessment, consultation, research, and outpatient and
inpatient practice. Bridging the gap between theory and
practice, contributors offer a professional perspective on
the various specialized activities and settings of a clinical
psychologist. With this unique insight, advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate students gain a
realistic understanding of the life of a clinical
psychologist as well as the diverse professional
opportunities in the field.
The Middle Ages continue to provide an important
touchstone for the way the modern West presents itself
and its relationship with the rest of the globe. This
volume brings together leading scholars of literature and
history, together with musicians, novelists, librarians, and
museum curators in order to present exciting, up-to-date
perspectives on how and why the Middle Ages continue
to matter in the 20th and 21st centuries. Presented here,
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their essays represent a unique dialogue between
scholars and practitioners of 'medievalism'. Framed by
an introductory essay on the broad history of the
continuing evolution of the idea of 'The Middle Ages'
from the 14th century to the present day, chapters deal
with subjects as diverse as: the use of Old Norse sagas
by Republican deniers of climate change; the way figures
like the Irish hero Cu Chulainn and St Patrick were used
to give legitimacy to political affiliations during the Ulster
'Troubles'; the use of the Middle Ages in films by Pasolini
and Tarantino; the adoption of the 'Green Man' motif in
popular culture; Lady Gaga's manipulation of medieval
iconography in her music videos; the translation of
medieval poetry from manuscript to digital media; and
the problem of writing national history free from the 'toxic
medievalism' of the 19th and 20th centuries. This book
will appeal to anyone interested in the Middle Ages and
its impact on recent political and cultural history. It is
dedicated to the memory of Seamus Heaney, who gave
his last overseas lecture in St. Andrews in 2013, the year
this book was conceived, and whose late poetry this
book also discusses.
Let us make clear that our role is not to bring a radical
change to the way human beings live on this planet - the
thought itself is absurd. Our vision is simply to give out a
message of hope, one that the most intelligent minds
may cherish. Th ese four tomes mean to help and inspire
development, for a fairer, more democratic society.
Arguably, the most interesting topic for the average
person is reported in Tome III, "ENLIGHTENED
DEMOCRACY," which explains how an optimal
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administration and the public good can be brought
together. But this alone is not enough to promote change
- one 15 must also assimilate the contents of the other
three tomes. In other words, a radical awakening of
Society is only possible if we truly work on transforming
our own way of being, on nourishing our embryonic
souls. We all possess from birth a historical DNA coming
from afar: a memory, similar to that of a computer. If we
don't root out this historical memory, with strength and
courage, changing our way of living and being remains
impossible. Th is awakening process must begin at once,
as it will require a few centuries to be completed - and
we present living beings will never be able to see its
practical achievement. Two things must begin at once.
Firstly must be brought down all frontiers, and with them
the concept of Nations and their sovereignty. Th is new
Homeland will be called "PLANET EARTH." Secondly,
we must begin, in every school on the globe, to teach
children a universal language, that will go beyond the
basic idioms of their own territorial ethnicities. To help
make this happen, and happen quickly, expanding the
English language could suffi ce - as it is the most
commonly known, and thus already practised by the
majority of people. We living beings must not forget that
we are a single miniature world, and that the laws that
govern us also dominate everything around us.
Everything moves in this infi nite Universe, and this
movement represents the energy of life, not only
biological but also spiritual - the concentration and
development of forces to us still indefi nite and unknown,
and perpetually evolving. Th ere are moments in life in
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which we feel all our certainties faltering and our own
lights fading, although 16 we avoid passions and aff
ections that animate our miserable lives... We
understand then our terrible problem. Who am I? It
becomes obvious that everything about our everyday
lives draws us away from higher values. Everything is
meant to distract us, or at least give us the appearance
of a perspective, a reason to continue living. Th e truth
is, daily errands intoxicate our senses; faith and
philosophy seem to have been created to conceal to
themselves the true essence of human beings, to
subtract us from our fundamental solitude and elude the
issue of I. We have to try to see the unconscious as
conscious; we need to be able to see this as fact. We
must never forget the fundamental value of what is
intangible, subtle and spiritual, which exists in every
living being.
The Language of the Body, originally published as
Physical Dynamics of Character Structure, brilliantly
describes how personality is expressed in the form and
function of the body. The body is the key to
understanding behavior and working with the body is the
key to psychological health. The Language of the Body
outlines the foundations of character structure: schizoid,
oral, masochistic, hysteric, and phallic narcissistic
personality types. Dr. Lowen examines the relationship
between psychoanalytic theory and body therapy.
Fear of Life is an in-depth study of the human condition
within modern culture Alexander Lowen challenges
conventional thinking and contends that neurotic
behavior stems from a fear of life, and represents the
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individual's unconscious effort to overcome that fear. But
one cannot do so. One can only suppress or deny it, at
the cost of spontaneity and being at ease. Lowen
explains that being a person requires that one stop their
frantic doing, and take time out to breathe and to feel. If
one has the courage to accept and feel the pain and
hurt, despair and sadness, and inner emptiness or
anxiety in one's life, one can heal trauma and gain
pleasure, fulfillment, and joy....the object of Bioenergetic
Analysis.
Relationships fall apart, marriages fail, couples break up
– it happens to us all. Time corrodes passion and the
routines of daily life kill the excitement that surrounds the
emotion of the first encounter. The difficulty of uniting
sexual pleasure with love, which Freud considered to be
the most common neurosis in any love life, has become
emblematic of a truth that seems undeniable: desire is
destined to die if its object is not constantly renewed, if
we do not change partner, if it is closed for too long in
the restrictive chamber of the same bond. And yet what
happens to these bonds when one of the two partners
betrays the other, when the promise fails, when there is
another emotional experience cloaked in secrecy and
deceit? What happens if the traitor then begs
forgiveness? Are they asking to be loved again and,
having declared that it is not like it used to be, now want
everything to go back to how it was? Should we make
fun of lovers in their attempts to make love last? Or
should we try to face up to the experience of betrayal,
with the offence caused by the person we love most?
Should we not perhaps attempt to praise forgiveness in
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love?
The key to flexible, skillful decision making in dialectical
behavior therapy (DBT) lies in understanding the connections
between moment-to-moment clinical strategies and core
principles. This lucid guide from leading DBT authority
Charles R. Swenson offers clinicians a compass for
navigating challenging clinical situations and moving therapy
forward--even when change seems impossible. Numerous
vivid case examples illustrate DBT in action and show how to
use skills and strategies that flow directly from the
fundamental paradigms of acceptance, change, and
dialectics. Clinicians gain knowledge and confidence for
meeting the complex needs of each client while implementing
DBT with fidelity.
"La bioenergetica è una tecnica terapeutica che si propone di
aiutare l'individuo a tornare ad essere con il proprio corpo e a
goderne la vita con quanta pienezza possibile. Questo risalto
dato al corpo comprende la sessualità, che ne è una delle
funzioni fondamentali. Ma comprende anche funzioni ancor
più basilari come quelle di respirare, muoversi, sentire ed
esprimere se stessi. Una persona che non respira a fondo
riduce la vita del corpo. Se non si muove liberamente, limita
la vita del corpo. Se non sente pienamente, restringe la vita
del corpo. E se reprime la propria autoespressione, limita la
vita del corpo." Con queste parole Alexander Lowen definisce
l'orizzonte del libro in cui fissa i criteri e gli scopi della sua
disciplina terapeutica, dispiegandone i metodi e le pratiche
corporee. Così, se il processo di crescita dell'individuo per
qualche verso si blocca, la bioenergetica può diventare
"l'avventura della scoperta di se stessi" che permette di
appropriarsi del proprio corpo e di risolvere quei sintomi
psicosomatici che potrebbero affliggere l'esistenza.
A surprising, engrossing and darkly funny novel that
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experiments with the idea of what it means to be human, from
a powerful new voice in Argentinian fiction
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